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The European Coatings portfolio includes trade publications, industry events,
and unique services connecting the largest community of experts in the global
coatings industry as well as allied industries such as printing inks, adhesives
and sealants, and construction chemicals. Unsurpassed in size and quality, our
audience engagement opportunities represent a solid backbone and valuable
foundation in achieving your individual communication goals.
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Best of the EC Journal for your exclusive company presentation! The EC Dossier is a unique
opportunity to present your company associated with highly-focused top quality content: compiled on
demand in one digital issue, a dossier covers all top t echnical papers that have been published on a
specific topic in the EC Journal in the recent past. Choose between three different types of dossiers
and benefit from our extensive marketing campaign to our large audience of coatings experts.
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Tiny amount, huge effect!

 the pure aliphatic polyisocyanate. However, compared to a system
with no additives and in the case of the reactive aliphatic-aromatic
curing agent, the pot-life was considerably shortened with structure
type 1 and at least slightly shortened with structure type 2.
Structure type 3 did not shorten the pot life. This different behaviour
can be attributed to the exposed aminic functionalities in structure
type 1 that catalyse the formation of polyurethane and thus shorten
the pot life.

surfaces, and the minimised interactions with reactive coating systems are attributed to the hyperbranched core/shell structure.
The prevailing mechanical shear forces in the pigment grinding process deform the flexible polymer shell of the dispersing additive,
which makes the pigment-affinitive core temporarily accessible, allowing it to be adsorbed on the pigment surface. After the pigment has
been ground, the polymer shell returns to its original state, thus reshielding the aminic core that was temporarily accessible to the surrounding liquid matrix during the grinding procedure (Figure 9). This
then prevents any undesirable interactions.
Effective pigment stabilisation in solvent-borne and solvent-free reactive coating systems imposes great demands on the dispersing
additives used. The aminic pigment-affinitive groups required for
sustained adsorption on pigment surfaces can cause undesirable interactions with these reactive systems.
Innovative dispersing additives based on hyperbranched core/shell
structures can thus provide
very effectiveby
stabilisation of the different
presenteD
pigment types without causing any undesirable interactions with the
reactive coating systems. This structure shows superior performance
overall to established linear copolymers with freely accessible aminic
anchoring groups as well as to polymers with sterically hindered aminic anchoring groups.

Additives are indispensable ingredients of each and every formulation. They

are used in tiny amounts to help modify the performance spectrum of coat-

ings systems. Development work on additives never ceases and there are
countless products on the market.. As a formulator, you are continually called

The differing influence of the various structure types on system properties was also confirmed by the mechanical tests on the acid-catalysed stoving system (Figure 8). Structure types 2 and 3 showed a
damping of the pendulum swing comparable to that of the reference
system with no additives.
Because of the significant differences in results during testing of the
mechanical properties, it is assumed that structure type 1 led to incomplete curing of the system - an assumption based on the interaction of the acid catalyst with the freely accessible aminic functionalities in this molecular structure.
how the hyperbrancheD
core/shell structures function

Small quantities, big properties.
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nal is about to change that. This thematic dossier is bursting with information
on additives that we have compiled for you. In it you will find all the relevant

improve the product characteristics and production processes.
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BYK can effectively evalucal properties of paint, plastic and paper products and are an imporate the quality of color, gloss and appearance as well as the physitant part of quality control.

technical papers on additives that have been published in European Coatings
Journal over the last three years. Now there’s a welcome development!
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forms part of the ALTANA Group.

The selective interaction of the aminic pigment-affinitive core of structure type 3, characterised by efficient adsorption on various pigment

Figure 8: influence of the structure types on pendulum hardness
of the acid-catalysed stoving system

[1] Brock th., groteklaes M., Mischke p., Lehrbuch der Lacktechnologie, 2nd
edition, 1998, Vincentz Verlag, Hannover, p 16.
[2] as ref. 1, p 71.
[3] Bielemann J., Lackadditive, 1998, Wiley-VcH Verlag gmbH, Weinheim, p
87.
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